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Helping you
make the most
of your time
Cancer treatments are increasingly
complex, with a wide range of
professionals involved in patient care.
At the same time, as the incidence of
cancer continues to grow, oncology
clinics are faced with ever-expanding
workloads.
Your time is a valuable commodity—and
we want to help you make the most of it.

Access the information you need—
whenever you need it, wherever
you are
It’s important for care providers to be
able to keep track of care pathways
and have access to all the relevant,
up-to-date information they need.
MOSAIQ® SmartClinic allows you to
do just that—quickly and easily.
Designed by Elekta in collaboration
with clinical partners, SmartClinic
provides intuitive oncology workflow
management, enabling enhanced
process visualization and streamlined
care coordination throughout
the entire patient journey.
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Made specifically for MOSAIQ®,
SmartClinic gives you the freedom
and flexibility to access information,
complete tasks, and monitor
department workflows whenever
you want, no matter where you are.
The SmartClinic app is available
for iOS, Android and Windows
devices and is easy to download
from the appropriate app store to
your desktop, tablet or phone.
Working seamlessly with MOSAIQ,
SmartClinic allows you to get the
information you need in an instant. You
can view patient progress, check your
schedule and complete tasks—at your
desk or on the move, ensuring that care
workflows run smoothly and efficiently.

Keeping your data safe
· Multiple layers of authentication and security
· Username and password access
· Automatically uses MOSAIQ user security
and permissions

MOSAIQ SmartClinic highlights
· Enhanced visibility: see patient details and
end-to-end care needs at a glance
· Intuitive design: navigate through the system quickly
and efficiently with fewer clicks
· Increased mobility: access the information you need
wherever you are
· Fully configurable: customize views and workflows to
meet your specific needs

Helping you
see more
clearly
SmartClinic allows you
to access quality data
with little effort. It’s all at
your fingertips wherever
you go, so you can make
informed care decisions
quickly and easily.

At a glance, you can see the current status of the
care plan for each patient and the actions that
need to be addressed. Complete tasks, add notes
and communicate with multiple care providers
simultaneously for enhanced collaboration and fully
coordinated patient care.
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The intuitive SmartClinic software updates the care
plan after each step is completed, and the next
task is then shown as pending. All new information
is immediately captured in MOSAIQ as the constant
“source of truth”.

From the SmartClinic homepage,
a single tap will take you to the
essential information you need.
Worklists
· View your pending tasks
· Review and approve documents
· Check off completed tasks

Patient synopsis
· Get a succinct patient overview
· Check patient chart, treatment status
and appointment schedule at a glance
· Be fully informed during
consultations and MDT meetings

Appointments
· Check your appointments for the
day, week or month ahead
· View appointments by person or by clinic
· Open a patient synopsis with a single tap

SmartBoards
· View the care path workflow
for multiple patients
· Track progress and advance the
care path without delay
· Look ahead to forecast and
manage workloads

SmartForms
·Q
 uickly open the correct form
for the correct patient
·E
 nsure each question is
based on previous answers
with its dynamic design
·C
 omplete and submit
forms electronically
·C
 reate new forms to your
specific requirements

Configuration
·V
 iew and change your
personal settings
· Add tabs and customize views
according to your needs
· Tailor SmartBoards to your
specific workflows

Helping you work more efficiently
Process automation
SmartClinic automatically performs a range of predictable steps to ensure
maximum workflow efficiency:
Proactive workflows

Intuitive design
SmartClinic has a user-friendly,
dynamic design, allowing you to
navigate quickly and efficiently
through the system with few
clicks or taps. It’s easier to get
the information you need,
ensuring you have more time
to spend on patient care.

Notifications

As soon as a SmartBoard task
is completed (or a significant
change is made, such as with
a prescription), SmartClinic
proactively shows the next
step that needs attention
and automatically notifies the
person/people responsible.

Automatic notifications
ensure that you always know
when an action is required,
which minimizes delays.

MOSAIQ updates

All updates, notes and data
input in SmartClinic are
automatically captured in
MOSAIQ—your constant
“source of truth”.

SmartForm selection

When input, such as consent, is
required, the right SmartForm
automatically appears for the
right patient, at the right time.
It can be completed and signed
electronically, and MOSAIQ
is updated immediately.

Optimize workflows
By allowing you to complete tasks
quickly and efficiently, from any location,
SmartClinic helps save valuable time,
minimize delays and optimize the care
path workflow.

SmartForms can also be used
to record physician intent,
which drives the relevant
SmartBoard processes.
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Elekta Care

Upgrade
Solutions

™

Elekta Care supports you from startup
through your product’s lifecycle with
comprehensive options from education,
training and upgrades to solutions allowing
you the highest uptime and improved
operational efficiency.
Optimize your
clinical capabilities

Improve operational
efficiencies

Startup
Services
Optimized
Use
System
Availability

Enhance your return
on investment

Elekta Care Support

Elekta IntelliMax™

Elekta Care™ Community

Elekta Care™ Learning

Service and Maintenance

Quickly access clinical
applications, technical or
physics support—backed by
a global support network

Help avoid unplanned
downtime through securely
controlled remote technology
monitoring

Bring the power of
our dedicated support
organization straight to
your desktop

Expand clinical, physics and
technical learning across
Elekta’s portfolio to keep
staff current

Maximize clinical availability
and usage of Elekta solutions*

*Differences between product lines apply
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